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(+44)2392615555

A complete menu of Bengal Express Indian Takeaway from East Hampshire covering all 18 menus and drinks
can be found here on the food list. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the

contact details provided on the website. What JaymeTV likes about Bengal Express Indian Takeaway:
We decided to treat ourselves and have a takeaway. We hadn’t had a curry in ages so we heard of good food

from here so we went in and ordered. Lovely lady took our order and was so nice to our daughter so thank you.
We ordered tikka masala which was sooo tasty . A chicken korma which was also epic . A special Garlic chili
cheese naan bread which by the way you should all order as it was heaven . Popadoms with mint sa... read

more. What S4551CAhelenp doesn't like about Bengal Express Indian Takeaway:
Decided on getting a takeaway and chose a Indian on mothering Sunday which we have had a meal from here

before so we set off and this place was absolutely hectic with phone orders and customers going in we were told
it would be about 1/2 hour which we thought as it was so busy wasn't that long too wait.We waited just over a

hour for our food which is the longest we have ever waited for a meal/takeaway which when got... read more. If
you're in a rush, you can get delectable Fast-Food menus just the way you like it from Bengal Express Indian

Takeaway in East Hampshire, freshly prepared for you in short time, the menu also includes tasty vegetarian
dishes. Guests also know to appreciate the use of original Indian spices .
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Seafoo�
PRAWN

Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

Picke� for Yo�
PILAU RICE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
BREAD

Lam� & Hähnche�
KORMA

TIKKA MASALA

India�
CHICKEN TIKKA

NAAN

CHEESE NAAN

CHICKEN CURRY

CHICKEN KORMA

Ingredient� Use�
CHILI

MINT

ONION

GARLIC

CHEESE

CHICKEN
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Opening Hours:
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Wednesday 17:00-22:30
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